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Abstract
Seismic events leading to catastrophic outcomes around the world, particularly in built-up
regions surrounding fault lines, often have high death tolls and cause costly damages to societies’
existing infrastructure. To suppress damaging vibrations in multi-story buildings across a wide
frequency spectrum, much research has been put into the study of variable-resonance tuned mass
dampers, which maintain their usefulness across a range of frequencies, unlike passive
alternatives. As a novel implementation of fast responsive magnetorheological materials to
enable variable resonance, this paper presents a prototype magnetorheological-fluid-based
pendulum tuned mass damper, integrating a differential gearbox to yield a damper-controlled
transmission between the pendulum mass and a mechanical spring. The device is demonstrated
to be highly effective, at its best reducing peak relative displacement by 12.8%, and peak
acceleration by 22.0%, in contrast to comparable passive tuning modes in scale-building seismic
experiments. This is owed to its controllable resonance which can be increased by 104% from its
base value at 2.24 Hz. Further, other performance benefits are demonstrated in RMS structure
displacement, and interstory drift ratio.
Keywords: magnetorheological fluid, building protection, vibration absorber, tuned mass
damper, differential
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1. Introduction
Urban areas with high population density and large infrastructure nearby fault lines are at high
risk of catastrophic failure where large structures and multi-story buildings are not well-protected
against seismic activity. Techniques that may be used for such protection against ground-level
disturbances include vibration isolation and vibration absorption. The approach of vibration
isolation involves the mechanical decoupling of the structure from the input, i.e. the ground, to
attenuate the input at its source [1]. A more common approach to suppress damaging vibrations
in multi-story buildings, in-part due to these structures having long periods of vibration thereby
making low-stiffness isolators impractical [2], is the implementation a vibration absorber or
tuned mass damper (TMD) into the structure, which absorbs energy to attenuate the motion [3].
These systems primarily consist of a mass to absorb energy, along with mechanical or implicit
stiffness and some form of damping to eventually dissipate the energy stored in the mass.
With the description of what constitutes a tuned mass damper being quite general, it should come
as no surprise that a variety of functional TMDs exist, with numerous prototypes having been
proposed and many seeing implementation. Taiwan’s Taipei 101 skyscraper is one of the more
well-known instances where a TMD has been implemented into a structure where a high level of
seismic activity, in addition to strong winds, must be compensated for [4, 5], with this device
being a pendulum-TMD (PTMD): a large oscillating mass supported by links or cables [3, 6].
Another variant of TMD is the tuned liquid column damper (TLCD), essentially a reservoir of
water which can absorb vibrational energy and dissipate it through internal water motion [3]. A
remaining sub-class of TMD which is the conventional sliding or shear-mode TMD, which
primarily consists of a mass constrained to move in the direction of the motion to be attenuated
[3, 7, 8].
Such devices, which may differ in their design and working mechanism, are by definition
passively tuned to resonate at (typically) a single given frequency. With the dominant frequency
of earthquakes varying over their span of occurrence and from case to case, however, such
passive devices have limited effectiveness across the possible frequency spectrum of these events.
This is further exacerbated in regions where both near-field and far-field seismic activity may
occur, due to their unique characteristics and greater uncertainty in the dominant frequencies of
these events [9, 10]. It is for this reason that a large aspect of research in this field is targeted at
2

variable resonance devices and control efforts to compensate for unpredictable seismic activity.
This variable resonance can be achieved for TMDs through one of two ways: active control of
force using actuators, or control of system mechanical properties (semi-active control). While
active control typically yields somewhat greater performance than comparable semi-active
systems, it tends to lack the robustness and predictable behaviour of the semi-active systems [11,
12], which also tend to have lower operating costs due to lower energy requirements [11-13]. It
is in this area of semi-active control that magnetorheological (MR) materials have seen effective
use and implementation.
Magnetorheological materials are a class of smart material which exhibit altered rheological
properties under the application of a magnetic flux. Of the variants of these materials fabricated,
the main two families that exist are MR-fluids (MRFs), and MR-elastomers (MREs). As a
magnetic field is applied to either class of material, suspended micro-scale iron particles tend to
align to the magnetic field lines, which in the case of MRFs results in increased viscosity and
damping during flow, and for MREs this primarily causes an increase in stiffness [14, 15]. Given
the ease of generating a magnetic field using an electromagnet, along with a rapid response rate
in the order of milliseconds [14, 16], control of devices making use of these materials is
exceptionally simple. Consequently, MR dampers have been studied for some time now in
structural vibration control, among other uses, with reportedly reasonable success [17-20]. More
recently however, due to the improved versatility offered by variable resonance, use of stiffnesscontrollable MRE in TMD designs has increasingly been reported [7, 21-24]. Where MR fluid
lacks the direct ability to provide variable stiffness and hence variable resonance, the fluid may
have greater practicality and viability for use, given MR elastomer could potentially yield while
in use, whereas MR fluid typically operates in a state of constant yield. With this in mind,
variable stiffness has previously been achieved using MR dampers connected with mechanical
springs, as recently reported in the linear shock absorbers presented by Sun et al. [25, 26].
Exploiting this concept for vibration absorption specifically, however, has seen limited
implementation and testing. Enabled through an innovative stiffness variation mechanism with
MRF materials, such variable resonance is one of the key aspects of the design presented in this
work, the magnetorheological pendulum tuned mass damper (MR-PTMD).
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Through the use of a rotary MR damper coupled with a differential gearbox, the MR-PTMD
couples an additional torsional spring to the pendulum mass through a variable transmission.
This allows effective and simple control of TMD resonance through the control of electric
current fed into the damper’s electromagnetic coils. Applying short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), feedback control is used to set the resonance to match any given input signal over the
tuneable range of the device. Aside from exploring this relatively new and unconventional
concept of variable stiffness using MR fluid, the innovative MR-based differential gearbox
design utilised offers appreciable improvement over the alternative passive tuning modes for the
device.
Following this section, the remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 details the
design, magnetic field modelling, and working mechanism of the MR-PTMD. Section 3 includes
experimental characterisation and controller development of the device under harmonic loading.
Section 4 then details the performance of the device in scale-building experiments under seismic
loading. Conclusions are lastly outlined in Section 5.

2. Design and Working Mechanism of the MR-PTMD
2.1. MR-PTMD Structure
With the prototype MR-PTMD design illustrated in the CAD model of Figure 1, the device has a
frame constructed out of aluminium extrusion, housing a rotary MR damper coupled to a
mechanical spring and hanging mass through a planetary gearbox. The pendulum mass
design weight of 1.75 kg, with its centre at a distance

has a

of 70 mm from its rotation axis. The

spring of the device is a compression spring used in torsion, possessing a torsional stiffness

of

1.67 N⋅m/rad, which is held under a slight axial pre-load to maintain constant gear-meshing
inside the gearbox as the spring rotates. These design parameters as listed were selected under
the assumption of a typical mass ratio of approximately 0.1 [6], as a guideline. This was
followed by a small degree of heuristic tuning, utilising Equations 1-2 to establish an acceptable
frequency shift range. Supporting the internal assembly are light-weight 3D printed Nylon
supports, with the mass hanger being made similarly.
When electric current is supplied to the internal coils of the damper, this induces a magnetic field
which can increase the damping torque of the device. If no current is applied, there is minimal
4

damping torque produced, and hence through the differential gearbox, rotational motion of the
mass is primarily transmitted to the free-spinning damper, rather than the torsion spring. As
current is increased from 0 A to the full-scale range of 3 A, the damper increasingly resists
motion transfer to its rotor, hence increasing the transmission of motion to the torsion spring.
While this will be better elaborated on in the following sub-sections, this basic working should
highlight that the continuous control of the MR damper can essentially add stiffness to the
pendulum mass, thereby yielding variable resonance in the device. In contrast to the alternative
tuning of pendulum length

to set PTMD resonance, for example through motor-driven support

cable adjustment [27], this MR-based design: possesses a rapid response rate which is not
influenced by the pendulum mass inertia, does not suffer a trade-off between power consumption
and drive-system response rate, and offers a rapid transition between resonant frequencies
without the need to gradually shift from one to another.

Figure 1 – MR-PTMD prototype CAD model (dims in mm)
2.2. Rotary MR Damper Design
Illustrated through the CAD model of Figure 2 is the rotary MR damper which facilitates control
of the TMD’s resonance. The damper itself is quite compact with a maximum diameter of 47
mm and a body length of 38 mm. The MRF (MRF-140CG, produced by LORD Corp.) in the
joint surrounds a rotor adjacent to two electromagnetic coils wired in series. These coils of 120
5

turns eaach can suppply magnetiic flux throuugh the maggnetic circuiit made of hhigh-permeaability low
carbon ssteel when current is innput. The M
MRF in the 00.5 mm widde radial gaaps inside annd outside
of the rootor drum iss then subjeect to an incrreased yieldd stress and viscosity, inncreasing thhe braking
torque bbetween thee aluminium
m shaft andd outer-bodyy, i.e. yokee, of the daamper. Regaarding the
behavioour of the ‘T
T-shaped’ drum,
d
this design
d
essenntially acts as a normaal drum-type damper,
however with a laarger active area of MRF
M
and lesss unnecesssary geomettry, reducinng weight.
more, this ddesign tradees the requirrement of thhe large raddial area neeeded in MR
R disc-type
Furtherm
damperss for a more manageaable increasse in axial length of tthe damperr, facilitatinng a more
compact prototype than would have otherw
wise been possible.
p

Figure 2 – Rotary MR
R damper scchematic (ddims in mm))
As for the
t considerrations that w
went into thhe design off the dampeer, a 2D axissymmetric ffield study
was devveloped in thhe FEM sofftware COM
MSOL Multiiphysics verr. 5.1. Withiin this simuulation, the
MRF was
w defined by the B-H
H curve LO
ORD Corp. hhas provideed in the m
material dataa sheet for
MRF-1440CG [28], and the steeel of the maagnetic circuuit was set tto possess a relative perrmeability
of 3000. All otheer materials as detailedd in Figure 2 were defiined by the built-in prooperties of
the softtware packaage. Througgh iterationn, the geom
metry of thee joint wass revised too meet an
optimal trade-off between weight and maggnetic flux penetrating the MRF. Plotted
P
in Figure
F
3(a)
is the siimulated meean flux throough the innner and outter gaps of tthe damper under the aapplication
6

of a 0 A to 3 A currrent range, with these regions highhlighted in the model sshown in Fiigure 3(b).
Within this result, it is seen that under a 3 A currrent, the m
maximum fluux through the MRF
achievedd is 1.184 T in the innner gap, alonng with 0.6673 T in thee outer gap. The seeminngly large
deviatioon amongstt these fluxx densities of the tw
wo gaps is primarily due to thhe inverse
proportiionality bettween flux density andd area, withh the area increasing radially ouutwards. It
should bbe noted, hoowever, thaat due to thee increasing moment arrm at a larger radius ass well as a
larger shhear area, thhe torque coontribution oof what wouuld be a reggion of relatiively low shhear-stress
MRF inn the outer ggap, is in facct similar to that of the iinner gap.

Fiigure 3 – M
Magnetic fieldd FEM anallysis: (a) meean flux throough MRF, (b) joint moodel
2.3. MR
R-PTMD W
Working Mechanism
M
In itselff, the presennted MR daamper is caapable of vaarying the rresistance too rotation thhrough an
increaseed level of ddamping torrque that maay be outpuut. When connected to one
o of the tthree ports
of a plaanetary gearrbox, as illuustrated in Figure 4, tthis effectivvely governss the relativve motion
betweenn the other two. With the MR daamper connnected to the planet caarrier, and a torsional
spring oof stiffness

connectedd to the sunn gear, the pendulum maass

serving as an input to the systeem as it rotaates an angle

is afffixed to thee ring gear,

due to thhe linear inpput displaceement

.

At first disregardinng the relatiive gear ratiios betweenn these threee ports of thhe gearbox,, the basic
behavioour of the MR-PTMD
M
can be expplained by considering
c
the torque balance beetween the
damper and the sprring. As the mass swinggs, this wouuld then drivve both the damper andd spring to
rotate toogether, withh the torquee between thhe two elem
ments at the ggear-mesh bbeing balancced.
7

Suppose then the case in which the MR damper is turned off, with zero current passing through
the internal coils. With quite a low output torque, the damper shaft would easily rotate at an
angle

, whereas the spring would balance this torque with a small, near-zero rotation angle

.

In this case, the spring would essentially be inactive, meaning the TMD stiffness would be given
only by the pendulum mass, with a natural frequency dependant only on the pendulum length

,

as described in Equation 1:

.

,

(1)

On the other hand, if the damper was turned on with a high current, the large output torque
would need to be balanced by a similarly large spring toque, meaning the spring would then be
active, with the spring stiffness adding to that of the pendulum mass, assuming the damper to be
relatively very stiff. This would result in a natural frequency given by the following [29],
Equation 2:

.

,

(2)

For anywhere in between these two extremes, the amount of stiffness added by the spring would
exist within these limiting cases, with the damper-controlled gearbox governing this amount.
Regarding the behaviour of the planetary gearbox, not only does it allow the damper to govern
the effective PTMD stiffness in a compact overall design, but the gear ratios between the
elements connected also influence its operation. The ring, planet, and sun gears have the teeth
numbers of

42,

16, and

9, respectively. From these, the gear ratios from the

MR damper and spring relative to the pendulum mass input can be established from Equation 3:
,

(3)

giving a ratio of 4.667 in the case of the spring (connected to the sun gear), and from Equation 4:

8

,

(4)

giving a ratio of 0.88235 for thee MR dampeer (connecteed to the plaanet carrier)). The justifi
fication for
connectting the dam
mper to the low torquee side and the
t spring tto the high torque sidee is that a
lower innitial torquee for the dam
mper is desirable to set a minimum
m PTMD stiffness, and the spring
gear ratiio effectivelly increasess the spring stiffness without requirring a largerr spring, or oone that is
shorter and
a under a higher stress.

Figure 4 – MR-PTM
MD workingg mechanism
m diagram

3. Harrmonic Vibration
V
A
Analysis
3.1. Exxperimentaal Investigattion of the Variable
V
R
Resonance P
Property
A seriess of tests weere conducteed on the prototype MR
R-PTMD, ussing a singlee-axis shakeer table, as
depictedd in the experimental seetup of Figuure 5. Thesee were perfoormed in order to charaacterise its
vibration attenuatioon and frequuency shift capabilitiess under the applicationn of varied current to
the dam
mper. As shoown, an eleectrodynamiic shaker (V
VTS VC1000-8) conneccted to a tabble resting
upon linnear bearinggs provided the harmonnic input dissplacement to the affixxed device, utilising a
laser dissplacement sensor (Miccro-Epsilon ILD1700-550) for inputt measuremeent and PID
D feedback
9

control. To measurre the responnse of the TMD
T
mass, another laseer displacem
ment sensor (Keyence
LB-11/L
LB-70) wass targeted att the centre of the masss, measurinng its absoluute displaceement, i.e.
relative to ground. To control tthe shaker aand record tthe measureed data, a daata acquisitioon (DAQ)
board ((NI PCI-62221) was ussed, conneccted to a coomputer ruunning a LaabVIEW prrogram to
m, staged freequency sweeeps can bee performedd, with the
orchestrrate the testts. Within thhe program
device aallowed to ssettle sufficiiently beforre testing thee next frequuency increm
ment. Internnally, both
the trannsmissibilityy

and phhase

of tthe TMD m
mass were computed using the following

equationns [23], Equuations 5-6, respectivelyy:
1

2ελλ
2ελ

1

,

(5)

and:
2

tan

where

⁄ , i.ee. the ratio of the inputt frequency

natural frequency ccomes from
translatiion axis, annd
where

1

/

2ελ

,

to naturaal frequencyy

/2 , whhere

(6)

of the T
TMD. This

is thhe effective stiffness in the linear

is thee pendulum
m mass. The last term iis computedd as

⁄4

,

is the equuivalent dam
mping coefficcient in the linear translation axis oof the device.

Figure 5 – Shaker freequency sweep experim
mental setupp
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The tests were performed at a constant displacement amplitude of 10 mm, over a frequency
range of 1.5 Hz to 10 Hz, with the damper current incremented in 0.5 A steps from 0 A to 3 A.
Highlighted in Figure 6, the variable resonance property of the TMD is demonstrated, with the
device being capable of a 104% increase from the base (0 A) resonance at 2.24 Hz, to the
maximum (3 A) resonance at 4.58 Hz. This added absorption bandwidth is a clear indication of
an increased effectiveness over a larger frequency range, provided an appropriate control
approach is utilised to control damper current.
(a)
3
Frequency Shift

0A
0.5 A
1A
1.5 A
2A
2.5 A
3A

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Frequency (Hz)

(b)
0

0A
0.5 A
1A
1.5 A
2A
2.5 A
3A

-45

-90

-135
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6 – MR-PTMD resonance shift under varied current
3.2. Controller Design
3.2.1. Short-time Fourier transform control algorithm
In order to control the resonance of the MR-PTMD, short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was
selected for its relative simplicity in implementation and its successful use reported in similarly
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semi-active TMD’s [7, 23, 30, 31]. Through appropriate adjustment of window time, STFT can
yield the dominant frequency of a signal in a given time-frame, from which, in this case, an
optimal damper current can be selected such that the TMD best attenuates the input vibration for
any frequency within its tuneable range [30]. Such analysis is governed by the following
equations describing STFT, Equations 7-10, starting with the segmentation of the input signal
:
,
where

(7)

is the input signal segment, is time, and

is a window function with a

fixed window time . The Fourier transform of the windowed segment of the input is then
performed:
1

d ,

√2
where

is the Fourier transform of the windowed signal, and
,

energy density spectrum, denoted by

(8)

is angular frequency. The

, of this signal for a given window time is equal to

the square of the determined Fourier transform:
|

,

| .

(9)

From this definition, the instantaneous dominant frequency 〈
〈

〉

1
|

|

,

〉 can be computed from:

d .

(10)

With the dominant frequency known, a function that maps input frequency to output current for
the MR damper within the MR-PTMD then needs to be experimentally determined for STFT to
be implemented in this work.
3.2.2. Experimental control-function development
To experimentally determine the frequency-current relationship, the 5-story scale building
constructed for later seismic protection testing was utilised. Pictured in Figure 7 is the
experimental setup for these tests, with the MR-PTMD mounted on the top floor of the 5-story
12

buildingg atop a 6-DOF linearr-actuator eexcited shakker platform
m. The scalee building itself was
construccted based oon a ~20 m tall buildingg according to dimensioonal scalingg laws [32], built with
a lengthh scale factoor of 1:20 aand a corresponding m
mass scale fa
factor of 1:2203, resultinng in floor
spacing of 180 mm
m, and a flooor mass of 33.6 kg. Regaarding the innput motionn, the shakerr platform
providedd harmonicc or pre-connfigured (seeismic) inpuut signals aalong a singgle translatiional axis,
while accceleration data
d was coollected usinng two accellerometers ((ADXL 2033EB), with one
o placed
at the grround level and another placed at a probe locaation on onee of the fivee floors. Addditionally,
displaceement data relative to ground was collected using a lasser displaceement sensoor (MicroEpsilon ILD1302-1100), with aadjustable hheight to tarrget a selectted floor. W
With this datta feeding
into a D
DAQ (NI cD
DAQ-9174 w
with NI 9201 module) ffor logging, an NI myR
RIO-1900 w
was used to
control tthe damper current, usiing an amplifier to provvide the necessary poweer output.

Figuure 7 – Scalee building eexperimental setup
In this first
f
mode of
o testing uusing the scale buildingg setup, a series of harrmonic loaddings tests
were coonducted froom 1 Hz too 6 Hz, captturing the rresonance of the structuure, and thee working
range off the MR-PTMD. Withhin these exxperiments, current wass set manuaally betweenn each test
run oveer a 0 A too 3 A rangee; analysingg the time-rresponse off the top-flooor and groound-floor
13

accelerations, the transmissibility was calculated for each test frequency and current. Included in
Figure 8 are the normalised test results obtained, with the optimal control points highlighted;
given the target is to minimise or best attenuate transmissibility of ground-level vibrations, these
minima correspond to the optimal control currents for each test frequency. As anticipated from
previous shaker testing, and in-line with a heuristic understanding of similar MR-based systems,
this ideal control current shifts from 0 A to 3 A in a positive relationship with input frequency.
These control currents, also listed in Table 1 along with their corresponding minimum
normalised transmissibility, were then fit with a 3rd order polynomial saturating at 0 A and 3A, as
illustrated in Figure 9. The function describing this behaviour and governing the control output
can be expressed using a series of if statements, Equations 11-13, to bound the polynomial
within the saturation frequencies 2.62 Hz and 4.43 Hz:
if

else if

2.62 Hz,
0 A,

(11)

3 A,

(12)

4.43 Hz,

else,
0.4519

4.6547

13.907

12.611

.

(13)

As for the evident ‘S-bend’ in the control curve, this is typical of MR devices, primarily due to
internal magnetic saturation, however in this case should also largely be due to the reaching of
mechanical stiffness limits in the device. Regarding the 1.8 A optimal current determined for the
3.4 Hz case which appears not to match the fit curve well, it is suspected that the apparent
deviation is due to the steep slope of the cubic at the inflexion point occurring in this region.

14

Figure 8 – Optimal control currrent search iin 5th floor ttransmissibiility curves
M damper control
c
currrents
Taable 1 – Expperimentallyy optimal MR
Input frrequency (H
Hz)

Coontrol
currrent (A)
Miin. norm.
traans. (%)

1

2

2.5

3

3.22

3.4

3.6

4

5

6

0

0

0

0.25

0.60

1.80

1.80

2.200

3

3

0

-100.4 -8.05 -22.4 -26.8 -21.0 -22.9 -26..1 -0.77

0

Max. Current

Min. Current

Figgure 9 – Currrent controll curve for S
STFT
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3.2.3. Controller performance evaluation
To then verify the effectiveness of the STFT controller using the developed current control
function, the scale building was first loaded harmonically at its resonant frequency of 3.60 Hz in
a staged test to demonstrate the rapid response-time and building-vibration decay rate of the MRPTMD. As evident in Figure 10, after the building was allowed to settle to a stable oscillation
magnitude with the MR-PTMD in the passive-off (0 A) control mode, a command was sent to
turn the TMD on to the semi-active control mode. When in this mode, STFT is applied to the
sampled ground-level acceleration signal on-board the NI myRIO controller, using the
established control function to output an appropriate control signal to the MR damper of the
device. From when the device was switched on, the response showed an immediate reduction in
magnitude, leading to a 74.1% reduction across peaks once settled, occurring at a calculated
decay rate

of 2.35 s-1.
(a)
40
30

Relative displacement
Exponential decay

20

2.35 s

10
0
-10
-20
-30
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0

0.5
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2.5

3

Time (s)

(b)
3
Control signal

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Time (s)

Figure 10 – MR-PTMD semi-active response and decay rate
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Following this were frequency sweep experiments conducted over a 1 Hz to 10 Hz range, using
three comparable control modes: passive-off (0 A), passive-on (optimal TMD tuning at building
resonance: 1.8 A), and semi-active control. As can be seen in Figure 11, consistent improvement
over passive-off and passive-on tunings is demonstrated through these results in analysing the 5th
floor transmissibility, determined using the recorded acceleration data. Where passive-off tuning
yielded greater attenuation performance than passive-on towards lower frequencies, and the
passive-on tuning performed better than passive-off nearby the building’s resonance at 3.60 Hz,
the semi-active control regime offered optimal attenuation across the entire tested frequency
range. The benefit of such control is particularly apparent around the building’s resonance,
where a similar full-scale structure would be most vulnerable to potentially disastrous vibration.
At best, this semi-active control led to a maximum reduction in transmissibility of 79.1% at 3.52
Hz when compared to the passive-off case, and a maximum reduction of 53.3% at 2.80 Hz when
compared to the passive-on case. Regarding peak transmissibility, optimal TMD tuning, i.e.
passive-on, saw a reduction of 49.8% to a peak of 5.721 from the passive-off peak of 11.39,
further improved to a 60.4% reduction to 4.508 in the semi-active control case.

Figure 11 – Scale building 5th floor transmissibility
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4. Scale Building Seismic Protection Testing
Using the same experimental setup illustrated in Figure 7, seismic excitation experiments were
conducted to evaluate the MR-PTMD’s capability to attenuate structural vibration with the scale
building. To do so, the E-W component of the 1994 Northridge (

= 6.7) earthquake was

selected, using a 1:4 timescale, corresponding to the scale factor used in the building
construction. The reason this specific record was chosen is that it possesses a relatively wide
frequency spectrum, with apparent high and low frequency segments over the 15 s duration of
the signal, as labelled in Figure 12(a).
Regarding the uni-directional nature of the input excitation, this serves as an underlying
assumption for the device to function well in its existing form, similar to other seismic
performance evaluations of conventional MR dampers [17, 33]. While in practice unpredictable
hypocentre locations would make bi-directional TMDs more practical, for preliminary studies,
uni-directional loading is reasonable. For this prototype design to function bi-directionally, a
multiple TMD (MTMD) system would need to be employed [34, 35], or alternatively a
mechanism such as a rotational base-plate could be used to target the device. In the case of the
MTMD system using two uni-directional TMDs, however, this may not have as good attenuation
performance as a truly bi-directional PTMD, also with additional issues arising from having
multiple independent TMD structures. Showing this improved performance of a bi-directional
PTMD over an MTMD system, a comparative study involving vibration suppression of a wind
turbine was recently conducted [36]. To further improve the bi-directional performance of the
MR-PTMD, a ‘joystick’ coupling mechanism could be utilised, with a single mass and a damperspring transmission for each direction.
To evaluate the performance of the semi-active controlled TMD, as done in previous
transmissibility tests, this was again compared to the passive-off (0 A), and passive-on (1.8 A)
tunings. To acquire sufficient data to analyse the building response, for each control mode a
series of five experiments were conducted, shifting the location of the response accelerometer
and laser displacement sensor between each test. In doing so, excitation acceleration signals were
compared to ensure the results to be valid for comparison.
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Focussing first on the displacement response of the building, included in Figure 12(a) is the
relative displacement of the 5th floor over the roughly 15 s duration of the time-scaled Northridge
earthquake, showing the three control modes. Quite notably, early on in the response it is
obvious that the passive-on tuning tends to have higher peak displacement than both the passiveoff and semi-active case. This is until about 4.3 s has elapsed and the passive-off case appears to
have typically higher peak amplitudes than the other two control modes. This is due to the
earthquake signal possessing a lower dominant frequency early on, eventually increasing in
dominant frequency from about 4.3 s thereon.
As can be seen in Figure 12(b), upon detection of this shifting dominant frequency, the STFT
algorithm and paired control function result in a generally increasing damper control current for
the semi-active control mode. This reflects the fact that over the 17 s run time of the tests, the
semi-active control mode tends to possess the minimum relative displacement when compared to
both passive control modes in the low and high frequency regions of the seismic event due to
capability of variable resonance. It should also be noted that there is apparent clipping in the
control signal of Figure 12(b), due to the relatively small time-window selected for use in the
STFT algorithm. This resulted in a very rapid shift in apparent dominant frequency, and hence
the control current adjusting the setpoint stiffness was shifted at a similarly fast rate. It has been
suggested that such clipping may lead to exacerbated vibrations in some cases, and may be
remedied by more complex control approaches [37], however this was not experienced in the
experiments conducted here.
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Figure 12 – Northridge earthquake (a) 5th floor relative displacement time-trace, and (b) semiactive damper control signal time-trace
To quantify this analysis, RMS relative displacement and peak relative displacement for each
floor have been compiled and illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively, with this data
and percent reductions due to semi-active control also being included in Table 2. Evident in
Figure 13, over the entire duration of the test runs, the passive tuning cases coincidentally
possessed very similar RMS displacements. This is contrast to the appreciable improvement that
can be seen in the semi-active result for all floors, being smaller in magnitude than both passive
tuning modes in all cases. Across all floors, this is an average 12.7% reduction over the passiveoff tuning mode, and an average of 13.0% reduction over the passive-on tuning mode. Similarly,
Figure 14 shows the semi-active control mode to yield the optimal result, however due to more
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apparent variation in peak values of displacement rather than the averaged RMS values, by no
coincidence the results are not as uniform across floors.

Figure 13 – Northridge earthquake RMS relative displacement response

Figure 14 – Northridge earthquake peak relative displacement response
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Table 2 – Experimental relative displacement seismic response data
RMS displacement (mm)
Floor

Passive-off
tuning

Passive-on
tuning

1
2
3
4
5

0.325
1.255
1.844
2.401
2.687

0.329
1.231
1.852
2.414
2.736

1
2
3
4
5

1.451
5.777
9.347
12.64
12.62

1.540
6.882
8.333
11.22
13.33

Semi-active control
Mag.

% reduction
% reduction
(rel. passive-off) (rel. passive-on)

0.276
15.2%
1.153
8.10%
1.584
14.1%
2.065
14.0%
2.364
12.0%
Peak displacement (mm)
1.422
2.01%
5.310
8.08%
8.118
13.2%
10.61
16.1%
11.63
7.90%

16.3%
6.30%
14.5%
14.4%
13.6%
7.61%
22.8%
2.58%
5.42%
12.8%

As additional metrics to evaluate the performance of the MR-PTMD, the peak interstory drift
ratio (IDR) of the scale building under the seismic loading, as well as the peak acceleration
response have been analysed. The peak interstory drift ratio is taken as the peak interstory
drift, i.e. the difference in relative displacement between two consecutive floors, divided by
the spacing between them [38]. This serves as an important qualifier as to the harmfulness of
relative motion between building floors, and as such has been plotted in Figure 15, with the
data tabulated in Table 3. Note for percentage reductions due to semi-active control included
in Table 3, negative values indicate the semi-active case to possess the larger value in the
comparison. For all but two floors, floors 3 and 4, it can be seen that the semi-active control
mode has an IDR lower in magnitude than the passive-on tuning, tracking closely with the
passive-off tuning. Where the semi-active control mode appears to struggle to improve IDR
around the middle of the building, along with the passive-off case, this is likely a
consequence of improved suppression of the 5th floor’s motion where the MR-PTMD is
affixed, exaggerating another harmonic vibration mode. This may suggest that employing
another TMD system at the mid floor of the building, or an alternative control approach may
lead to greater performance for this system.
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Taking the maximum calculated IDR, found in floor 2 for the passive-on tuning as a point of
comparison, the semi-active control mode resulted in a reduced maximum IDR by 8.27%, albeit
then occurring upon floor 3. In comparison to the passive-off tuning mode to which the semiactive control mode yields a similar result. While no appreciable difference is observed in terms
of IDR, it should be reiterated that the semi-active case maintains a substantially lower
displacement response and peak transmissibility, making it more versatile in managing
unpredictable seismic activity.

Figure 15 – Northridge earthquake peak interstory drift ratio
Table 3 – Experimental scale building interstory drift ratio under seismic loading
Interstory drift ratio (×10-3)
Floor

1
2
3
4
5

Passive-off
tuning

Passive-on
tuning

11.52
24.13
28.32
18.84
13.77

12.21
30.77
19.55
17.74
19.99

Semi-active control
Mag.
9.065
23.84
28.23
18.67
14.93

% reduction
% reduction
(rel. passive-off) (rel. passive-on)
21.3%
1.24%
0.32%
0.92%
-8.45%

25.8%
22.5%
-44.4%
-5.26%
25.3%

Regarding inertial effects felt by the structure, the peak acceleration for each floor is reported in
Figure 16, with data listed in Table 4. It can be seen that the semi-active control mode generally
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results in reduced peak accelerations between the three modes tested, with a reduction of as
much as 33.5% for the 5th floor when compared to the passive-off tuning mode. The most
notable exception to this, however, is for the 2nd floor in which is the semi-active peak
acceleration is 13.5% larger than the minimum of 0.928 g obtained under the passive-off tuning
mode, which again may be a result of induced harmonic vibration modes. Although, this is not
the absolute maximum peak acceleration, with the overall maximum being 1.092 g, resulting
from the passive-on tuning occurring in floor 3, in which case the semi-active mode produces a
3.58% smaller maximum floor acceleration.

Figure 16 – Northridge earthquake peak acceleration response
Table 4 – Experimental peak acceleration seismic response data
Peak acceleration (g)
Floor Passive-off
tuning

1
2
3
4
5

0.577
0.928
0.936
0.565
0.850

Passive-on
tuning

0.566
0.934
1.092
0.543
0.725

Semi-active control
Mag.
0.586
1.053
0.951
0.467
0.566

% reduction
% reduction
(rel. passive-off) (rel. passive-on)
-1.51%
-13.5%
-1.65%
17.4%
33.5%

-3.49%
-12.7%
12.9%
14.2%
22.0%
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5. Conclusions
A novel MR-damper-controlled variable resonance pendulum tuned mass damper, the MRPTMD, was designed, modelled, and tested in its ability to supress seismic vibrations in a scale
5-story building. Through frequency sweep testing, the device was shown to be capable of a 104%
increase in resonant frequency. Later, utilising a semi-active STFT control scheme, the device
demonstrated a reduction of 79.1% and a reduction of 53.3% in ground-vibration transmissibility
when compared to passive-off and passive-on tuning modes, respectively. When using the same
semi-active control scheme in seismic loading experiments with the 1994 Northridge earthquake,
the MR-PTMD was demonstrated to perform generally better than both the passive-off and
passive-on control modes in attenuating building motion, particularly in terms of RMS relative
displacement wherein average reductions of 12.7% over the passive-off tuning mode and 13.0%
over the passive-on tuning mode were observed.
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